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PHILOSOPHY 

We design products where the 
idea is, and stays, the 
centrepiece of the design 
process from beginning to end. 
We honour the simplicity of 
geometric forms in many of our 
products. Construction 
strategies are also often 
creatively integrated to be a 
part of the design solution. We 
strive to use natural materials 
as much as possible. For 
centuries natural materials 
were a proven, reliable 
elements in all kinds of 
products. We strive to get back 
to a better balance between 
what we use from the planet 
and what we give back 
through planting, recycling or 
otherwise.

INTRO 

Neil David is a Dutch design 
brand and we love to create 
contemporary design. Since 
2015 our products are 
selected by interior architects 
for many amazing projects. Our 
main markets are 
hospitality and office spaces. 
But also residential and 
museums know there way to 
our products. Please by wel-
come in our showroom to 
experience the collection and 
getting to know eachother. Or 
lets meet at one of the fairs.



ANGLE SERIES 

The oblique placement of the seating

elements provide a visual contrast aswell 

as improved seating comfort.
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CHEERS SERIES

Born from the desire to design a series to

withstand intensive use, but with an open

and light appearance. De back with

armrests are made from one piece of solid

ash wood and is formed for maximum

comfort and freedom of movement.
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CONTRA SERIES 

The fully upholstered Contra is named after

his design of placing the elements of the

armrests and seat in an opposite angle.

This creates the seating comfort and a

floating seat without adding legs.
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F1 SERIES 

The back legs of F1 series are folded into a

hairpin shape to create a light but strong

frame. This single line from the seat to the

back provides strength with an elegant

continuous line. The covers of the seat and

back are removable and can be ordered

separately. The foam under the covers is

composed from all natural materials.
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F2 

The F2 is based on a solid ash wood cross

foot. The frame of the cross foot continues

up to be connected with the armrest and

back.
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LET’S DANCE
 

The Let’s Dance stool sprang from the idea 

of a stepped progression in the foot rest to fit 

any height. The stepped raising of the foot 

rest delivers an ergonomic playful solution. 

Available in a satin stainless steel or matte 

black powder coat.
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TWIG 

As it’s name implies, a twig inspired the

design of the legs which grow to serve as

the armrest as well. A compact armchair

with great comfort.
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X 

The X series is characterised by the back

legs and back support, together they are

forming a cross. The covers of the seat and

back are removable and can be ordered

separately. The foam under the covers is

composed from all natural materials.
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THANK YOU

GET IN TOUCH

VISIT US

HQ / SHOWROOM

Neil David B.V.

Weesperstraat 96H

1112 AP Diemen

Metropolitan Area of Amsterdam

The Netherlands

CONTACT US 

info@neildavid.com

+31 (0)20 4471507

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

neildavid.com


